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Trigonometry 
Track 21 

 
Intro 
Yo, Lemme tell you what's popping 
Trigonometry 
Yeah, Yo, This is what we gonna do 
We gonna break down 
Linear and quadratic functions 
Yo, Check it 
 
Verse 1 
Get ya brain popping 
Get ya pencil moving all over a half of the paper 
Cause you know the math 
Numbers running all over your physiology 
Linear and quadratic functions  
We call it trigonometry 
The purpose of this math  
Is to show an angle’s function 
Computing unknown lengths  
Builds ya mental strength 
It starts with a triangle, starts with a question 
Then you plug in your equations  
Then commence to guessing 
The basic elements to get ya going 
Sine, Cosine and the Tangent  
You should be knowing 
The sine of an angle is the ratio of length 
Of the opposite side  
To the length of the hypotenuse 
Cosine of an angle is the ratio of length 
Of the adjacent side  
To the length of the hypotenuse 
The tangent of an angle is the ratio of length 
Of the opposite side  
To the length of the adjacent side 
Uh, I know I didn’t rhyme, but I don’t even care 
Maybe I’d give a what  
If we were measuring a square 
But doing math, gotta have ya foundation right 
Cause if you're working on a plane  
It isn't taking flight 
Cause if you're working on a train  
It isn't gonna move 
Cause if you're playing games with math  
Then you're gonna loose 
Numbers running all over your physiology 
Linear and quadratic functions  
We call it trigonometry 
 
Verse 2 
What I'm breaking down to you  
Is only the beginning 
Get over your fear of math 
Cuz I need you winning 
Need to know the next three functions  
Cuz they're all related 
Jump into this wave of math never hesitate 
The cosecant is the reciprocal of the sine 
The secant reciprocal of the cosine 

The cotangent is the reciprocal of the tangent 
Look at me I'm on a tangent 
Sorry I didn't plan it 
If this is all over your head cuz you’re really young 
This ain’t the bay, so I’m not gon’ let ya go dumb 
But dumb it down a little 
So your brain ain’t over done 
Functions are also known as slope, rise and run 
The sine comes first, the rise comes first 
The sine takes the angle of the line  
And determines its vertical rise, you surprised? 
Lemme examine other ways to break it down  
That I just realized 
 
Verse 3 
Cosine is second and the run is second 
Cosine determines the horizontal run 
So if I get a pizza slice and I stand it up 
Cosine will tell me the length 
From the tip to the crust 
And then the tangent  
Is otherwise called the slope 
Pretend you're skiing down a hill  
Shooting antelope 
And your rifle’s the line, so you adjust the rise 
That’s the practical application  
Of trigonometric surprise 
Eyes focus on this 
I'm breaking down trigonometrics 
Any type of angle, you can measure it 
A protractor you better get  
Or a TI-84 Texas Instrument 
Cause when dealing with  
The linear means flat line 
Straight line, finish math homework  
Before date time 
And quadratic means squared 
Throw a two up in the air 
Multiply “X” by itself and the answer will appear 
 
Verse 4 
This is math homie 
This is class homie 
Imma break it down for you  
Because you asked homie 
It's all about the angles  
It's like you're playing pool 
Or shooting for the girl  
Across the hall up in ya school 
I’m tryna break it down so it’s understandable 
So you can swallow it 
And chew it with your mandible      
Numbers running all over your physiology 
Linear and quadratic functions  
We call it trigonometry 
 
Outro 
Yeah, MindMuzic! 


